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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, September 5, 1956

Baby Girl Dies
From Rat Bites

'Government Should
I Stay Out Unless
Needed Says Ike

CHICAGO, Sept. 5 elt — A
father returned home frem a trip
Tuesday to discover the body of
his baby girl which apparently
had been bitten by rats.
A coroner's physician, however,
said that 1-year old Sharon Janis
Ivey suffocated. She apparently
had tried to squirm away from
the rats, and wedged her head
between the mattress and leed
frame while doing so.
Her father, Edward Ivey, 35,
returned from Madison. Ala., and
found two other, children unharmed
In their beds.
The mother, Susie Mae, 211, "left
Labor Day to be with her seriouily
ill mother in Pulaski. Tenn., police
said.
Authorities said there ware muttipie rodent bites, "both old and
fresh,- Indicating that death did
not halt the rats.

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LXXVII No. 211

ational Guard Alerted;
ay Be Called To Sturgis

,
WASHINGTON. Sept. 5
Pe-Orient Eieenhower said t
the federal government should nee,
act to put down riots against public scheol integration unless local
authorities show an inability or
refusaFeto grapple with the probe
lern.
So far. the President told hilt
news confe,ence, he knows of no
case in which a state or local government has defaulted on its printery responsibility to maintain
order.
PETERBOROUGH N. H — Osro
Mr. EiSenhower said, in reply to
T w o said all information would have
Butte' curtis, Mousy. Kentucky has ' myna's. Sept 5 Sf1
Mich.,
Marine
of
Ray
Kalamazoo.
a question, that he had nut beeu
just sold sold the reg isle r ed units of the Kentucky National to come from Oakley.
of
Murray,
was
rmerly
critically
informed of any public defiance of
Speaking from the rear of a
Willow-Wades Nob- Guard at Henderson and Liverured in an accident in a factory Guernsey bull,
Court integration order by Gov.
to the American more were alerted today by Gov. small truck. Oakley told the crowd
according
Simon
le
Friday. It wee reported that
Allan Shivers of Texas. He said he
Cattle Club.
A. B. Chandler to stand by for that the board of education would
mac hine on which he was Gucinsey
din asked fur a full report on the
bull was sold to A W possible service at Sturgis High allow Negroes to attend the school
This
rking exploded directly in his
situation at Mansfield, Tex., where
Mathis. Farmington. Kentucky. The School, where a crowd gathered here at any time.
mob action has prevented' enrollHe said, -The Supreme Court
dam is Willow-Wilde's Souvenir again today to protest the enrollcoirding to reports received,
ment of Negro students.
ruling that eliminated segregation
and the sire. Henslee Farms ID ment of Negro students.
has lost his left eye and reMr. Eisenhower again appealed
Noble.
Chandler said at Frankfort, "We of races in public schools and
e-cl very bad injuries to his
to all Americans—and particularly
are going to preserve law and the governor's proclamation mean
politLal
educators,
clergymen,
order. We are not going to force that Kentucky will abide by the
leaders—to help bring about the
anybody to do anything, but if court ruling."
IMarine is the youngest son of
ctange in spirit which he said is
There was no reply from the
anybody shows up to go to school,
se Marine and the late Mrs.
needed to prevent extremists on
we are not going to let anybedy orderly crowd.
rine who passed away on Tiresboth sides from blocking progress
Schools at Louisville enrolled
keep them from doing it."
et the Murray Hospital. His
toward full facial equality.
time
ther, Rob _ Marine and wife.
Mail. Gen, J. J. B. Williame, Retro students for the first
was
asked
Mi..
Eisenhower
state adjutani general. flew , to Tueedsky and no trouble was rearmed to Murray lase night
whether he peesonally endorses
this .morning. Also __mak- ported.
Sr being_ WU bia bedside.
- Randall Patterson, CaIIowa.y Sturgis
Its- Supreme Court decision that
Incomplete reports from Jefferson
e Ray Marines have two chit- County Court Clerk. has announced ing the trip were. John Sturgill,
school segregation is unconstitushowed nearly 100 Negroes
County
the
of
state
commissioner
deputy
are
another
expecting
and
dtrn
•
that he office will be open until
tional.
white
in formerly all
enrolled
Safety
and
Public
of
Department
eitId in two months. He will be 9 p.m. on Friday. September 7
WASHINGTON, Sept. 5 NI —
are
He replied it makes no differNegroes
300
Nearly
schools.
state
Smith.
M.
Paul
and
his staff.
President Eisenhower lashed back erce whether he endorses the de- beapitalized for sometime. and Saturday. September 8, in
expected to enroll in former white
police director.
today at Demeeratic charges that cision, because the constitution is
order that everyone can be regiscounty.
No Negroes showed up today schools in the
the West has been losing the cold as the Supreme Court interprets
tered.
Louisville city schools began
school to be enrolled,
at
high
the
reges,not
war with Russia since he became it and it is his duty as President
has
who
person
Any
and comsthool officials said. Nine Negro enrolling students today
GOV. FRANK CLEMENT called out the Tennessee
president. .
tered or has not changed their
to see that the Supreme Court
left plete- registration Thursday
but
Tuesday
appeared
pupils
by
so
do
He told his news conference the rulings are carred out.
to
National Guard, complete with tanks and helicopter,
urged
precinct is
to enroll after
free world is stronger now than it
to patrol Clinton, Tennessee, after an unruly mob of
Saturday in order to be able to without attempting
Mr Eisenhower's discussion of
a crowd of 500 white townspeople
to
succeeded
was in 1953 when he
1500 had gathered to protest the integration of 12
IAN RAFAEL. Calif., Sept 5 MI vote in the November election.
integration
the school
problem
gathered.
the White House.
arch was resumed at dawn toNegro high school students into the regular classes
came after a reporter a s k ed
had
Chandler said. Williams
said for one thing that he Whether any natioruil action was
He
22-year-old
of
the
for
body
of the Clinton High School ( background ). The
TOBACCO CURING NEWS
called in twice and reported that
does not believe the Soviet Urulon
who
Anderson,
Elizabeth
!lira
planned to cope with several reHome Guard and local police hafl been unable to
is quiet."
cy
"evelgtoing
is doing as wall with its new mon- cent incidents of
Sept. 5•—
violessue in *heed 2500 feet front a light 1,
keep the peace.
(International Eloundphoto)
OffgpsAg as tht
ifX0-51
n
W4V.
"
011.1
slopes
of
is ttguasaged
wear --ef-- *las
Il1t.401111151.?Mr
--Terlwa• Trig0e•wre afrie04111:114e
tenor:0:P -Frie gOvetnor .-1Cmindla -loaders thsigg1W
rralpals Monday.
M. Nixon, died
Good tobacco curing weather is "and we're
'-Sir. Eisenhower replied that in
not going. to toteral'e President Rickard
could.
each case local governments have
Tuesday night frotn
expected throughout Kentucky tointerference in our local quietly
outside
Fog covering the 21100-foot peak
The President also suggested moved promptly to stop the vioday, following e day of good cur- and domestic affairs. They ipos- painful illness.
that critics recall the situation in lence. Under the law, he said, the hampered air search Tuesday. and
ing weather Tuesday. Relative sible outside agitators) might as
His sorrowing wife. Hannah, who
ground parties weie unsuccessful
January. 1953, when he took office federal government
ordinarily canhumidity this afternoon will be behad been at his bedside constantly,
that."
understand
well
mountainWooded
thickly
the
Among
today.
in
looks
it
and see how
not move into a state to keep ortween 40 and 50 pelt cent rising
wes holding his hand when the
The governor said he feared
side.
the changes, he cited the truces in
Nixon. 77. slipped into death
ler util the 'rite shows it cannot
10 90 to 95 pea cent tonight-Kenfrom
outside
that
agitators
Korea and Indochina, the fact
handle the problem.
from a Coma.
Under such conditions the UniAndomon, a Uni*etsity of
Miss
to
in
attempt
come
tucky
might
that Iran was saved from ComThe vice president, who also
SPRINGER, N. M., Sept. 5 lie — believed to have been riding in
California graduate, made the ap- versity of Kentu_ky Agricultural to stir up the situation. He said
Ausa is
recommends
Service
The Santa Fe "Chief' passenger the diesel locomotives pulling the munism, the Trieste
was at his fathers bedetde along
suicide plunge while on a Extension
parent
the state will not force anyone
and the rejectrain smashed headon with a fast trains and the first one or two trian settlements,
pleasure flight with a boy friend, opening curing bars during the to go to school anywhere but will with other members of the familk,
tion of Communism in Guatemala.
mail train of the same line today, cars of each train.
was taking the death "pretty badly,"
Gordon,. 28, of Belvedere. - day and closing them at night.
Stanley
guarantee that anyone can go to
The President said it is true
about five miles south of here.
a family doctor said.
any school he wants to.
One passenger, leerbert _Hudson, there has been little progress in
The white-haired elder Nixon
in
Santa
Fe
A
spokesman
But
./..marillo, Tex.. said 20 persons of Ettore Ohio, told United Press the Arab - Israeli dispute.
The crowd which gaihered to- was stricken Aug. 22 with a.
of
The
atierzrs
Su
Board
ii•ril
S
of
situation
the
alik
helpid,
artery. Later
were killed, all of them railroad be was asleep in a roomette about over
day Was estimated at, from 75 to ruptured abdominalall day yesterday
from a
personnel, and several others in- four cars back on the 'Chief" the free world is stronger Melly
men. Residents said many of complications developed
90
Hall
and
to
City
handle
inqueries
he
He saief
stomas awakened by grind- than it
when he
•
jera ed.
from outlying sec- long-standing hemorrhaging
were
them
the
protests
1956
tax
concerning
ailments. His
Bodies .of the dead and some ing, crashing noises and "a good does not see haw anyone cotild
county and not from ach ulcer and other
tions
the
of
sixty
per-sons
list.
Approximately
look at the farts and say anything
of the injured were still being bit of bouncing around."
doctor was amazed at the elder
the Sturgis school district.
met with the board to
else.
Nixon's ill-fated battle to live.
removed from the wreckage four
Evans
said
Heart
small
Principal
list.
their
tax
He said there was no panic in
Mr. Eisenhower also told his
It was not known if the vice
hours after the early morning
dents under the circumstances at knots of men began gathering at
SIIDDLEBBOOKS
F.
W.
By
with his
collision occurred at 3:10 am. his car but considerable anxiety news conlerence:
After hearing these persons the
i to- president would go ahead
this time. Davis said.
iCST
at
p.m.
8:30
school
the
when it was learned the doors
Thursday
1. The United States is commit- board will go into executive session United Pram Staff Correspondent
MST.
Rangers escorted Negroes day, an hour before s.hool was scheduled major speech
Texas
There was no immediate explan- could not be opened. The passengers ted to a peaceful solution of the -later this week to recotuider
before the American Legion nawho had planned to attend Mans- scheduled to open.
CLINTON, 'Tenn.. Sept. 5 1.111 —
n• of how the collision occurred and a porter treed themselves Suez crisis. He said the solution adjustments which were protested.
state tional convention in Los Angeles.
all-Negro school
an
to
classes
Kentucky
!field
of
carloads
Five
Negro students appeared today to
told United
except that the mail express had by breaking out windows with sought is one that would assure
On the completion of the work
ehne_ The family doctor
. in Fort Wcatle acting under orders tpuc
drnonKt
app:aersete
arious
viso
olikeye e
om a
ftrlies
all nations free use of the water- of the board, which was appointed have crazked the racial barrier at
supposedly pulled onto a switch a sledge hammer in the car.
Shivers to preAllan
Gov.
from
way — whether in peace or war — by the Murray City Council, the Clinton . High School b u t their
overheard the elder Nixon
to let the westbound "Chief" pass
violence.
Most of the uninjured passengers
scene to help keep the crowd or- ago he
tense South- vent
tell his son to "fulfill his obliand they crashed near the switching were taken by bus into Springer as contemplated by the canal treaty books will be turned over to counterparts in other
Fort Worth, itself, was the cen- derly. but left before noon.
own
their
to
ern spots went back
of 1888.
The doctor assumed the
track.
City Clerk Charlie Grogan. who
ter of an integration controversy.
and waited at a small hotel for
The National G u a r it troops gation."
about the Legion
2. He does not see any advan- will begin the annual task of ex hoots.
The wreck derailed all cars transportation to Helen, N. M., to
crowd of young white men and alerted at Henderson and Liver- father was talking
A
tage now in a new summit con- making out tax bills.
of both trains. A number were catch other trains.
Guardsmen women Tuesday night surrounded more were standing by at their speech.
National
Armed
iterence with Russian leaders. Sen.
overturned. The dead were all
The elder Nixon lapsed into a
Clinton's Negroes safe the house of Lloyd G. Austin, a armories awaiting orders. They
Those serving on the board this guaranteed
Mansfield (D-Mont.) has
Tuesday and rallied
The injured were taken to hos- Mike
who moved into a white include Co. C of the 240th Tank coma early
Negro
classrooms
Clinton's
entry
into
suggested it is time for another year are John Whitnell, Grogan
before losing his courpitals at Springer and Raton.
neighborhood last Saturday. and Battalion. Henderson. under t h e only once
peacefully
studied
hey
t
where
cause
Roberts and James C. Williams.
The collision occured about 50 summit meetnig.
m ::fight. • The immediate
command of Lt. Thomas E. Lett, a
Tuesday following a weekend of threatened to bomb his home.
miles south of the Colorado line
death was attributed to pulof
guardpolicemen
30
to
25
About
under
demonstrations.
and Co. B from Livermore
pro-segregation
p,m,coEningestion. He died at
and about 100 miles 'west of the
Nine of the 12 Negroes who en- ed •Aeletin's home.
the command of Lt. James R. 11:25
Oklahoma panhandle in a semi-arid
about
,
numbering
mob,
Anether
....>----- Hoover.
tered the previonsly all - white
FRANKFORT, Sept. 5 an —Fish- corner of New Mexico.
Nixon had been informed last
Clinton school eight days a g o 500 white townspeople, converged, The 240th is under the command
that his father, a retired
The trains involved were No. 19,
ing appeared to be on the upswing
Thursday
in
.
school
found conditfons unpleasant, but at the all-white high
of Maj. William E. Hall, Owenslast "only a day
could
throughout Kentucky as cooler known as the "Chief" which was
grocer,
KY. Tuesday and barred boro, who left for the area this
was takftt
ceo physiCal „ action
most." The vice
the
at
two
temperatures pepped up the state's bound from Chicago to Los Angeles
or
nine Negro students from enter- morning with his staff.
against them by white students.'
interrupted his vacation
at the time, and No. 8, a mail
president
fish population.
A number of the white pupils ing for first-day classes.
guard
units could
The two
and arrived here by plane the
The state Department of Fish train express with passenger cars
left the 'school after the Negroes
reach Sturgis in approximately 30
slip covering, upholstering, drapery
next day.
azuf - -Wildlife said Tuesday there attached, bound from Los Angeles
Incident
Kentucky
By Mrs. Bann Swann
First
arrived and shouted they would
minutes if more treerble develThe elder Nixon was born in
Is increased activity at all the to Chicago.
A homemaker is o n e whose making. handicrafts ,travel, care
segregation is reuntil
return
not
•
.
The Negroes Left after seeing oped.
Vine-ie. Ohio. on Dec. 3. 1878. He
irajor lakes.
occupation • is househokt manage- of household appliances, refinishturned
a
stored.
Colfax County Sheriff Dick Josey
Three of the Negroe
th," crowd at the school and three
only had six years of schooling
At Dale Hotiow, bass jumping
anent Thus, the woman Is con- ing furniture, citizenship a n d
radioed from the scene to his
of them enrolled late Tuesday at away Tuesday by the crowd re- when he arrived in California and
season is getting ready to bust
the homemaker. To be an spiritual values. The material for
sidered
School
Boycott
May
office at Raton that it was "a bad
Dunbar High School, a Negro in- portedly enrolled at Dunbar High married Hannah Milhous on June
loose. Both black and white bass
efficient executive of this import- these lessons is prepared at the
•
wreck" and sni.cletlisre were many
high
school at —, 1908. He had been raised 29
gro h
School' teachers feared the white stitution at Morganfield near Stur- School. a Negro
are being taken with prospects
occupation one should seek university and brought to the club
ant
Quaker
Morganfield.
o n- injured trapped in Wreckage.
a Methodist but became a
training. Homemaking members by specialists in the var- students would stay away from gis.
Improving if the weather
possible
all
He said it would be "some
Union County Superintencient of 341
It was the first incident in Kenschool as long as the Negroes reu rf.'his marriage.
as a task ious subjects.
tinues cooL
considered
once
'was
time" before all could be removed.
Oakley met today P
:tie Nixons had five children.
';
The Homemaker clubs of Cillo- main, borrowing a boycott tactic tucky since the Supreme Court or- Schools Carlos
Meantime, crappie was still the
could be performed by inSuperintendent Mrs. Flora Reppin that
citizens to discuss all boys. Richard. Don and Edward
error. But way County were organized in Negroes used sueeessfully against dered integration last year. Schools with Sturgis
best bet at Dale Hollow with blueand
trial
by
or
stinct
of the Colfax Hospital in Springer
admitted Negroes for what action to take in the situa- are the only surviving sons.
gill in second place.
increasing demands pLae- 1940. As a charter member, I can segregated bus systems in Mont- at Louisville
said she had received seven with the
Tallahassee, Fla. the first time, Tuesday without any lion
and
'Ala..
gomery.
received
have
I
that
say
truthfully
and
within
Cumberland Lake also reported
both
women
upon
injured, among them a cook ed
The iraident marked the first
.
But if the Negroes had won difficulties.
FIVE DAY FORECAST
this miscon- much helpful information that I
sAcreased bass catches, particularWalter from outside of the home,
identified as Jim
to at- demonstration against racial inattempted
Clinwho
at
Negroes
victory
Kentucky — Temperatures for
temporary
a
felloweven
have
The
into
put
practcie.
been
has
on flies. Black boas got the
ception of woman's role
Rockford, Ill., who was reported
since
Thursday
schools
enter all- tend classes in four white schools tegration in state
the five - day period
nod at Kentucky Lake, with white
replaced by a realization of the ship and work with other women, ton. others had failed to
critically hurt.
in the at Knoxville went back to local the 1954 decision of the Supreme through Monday will average near
bass a close second. At Herringneed for information concerning some of whom T never would have white schools elsewhere
Negro. schools Tuesday after they Court of the United States.
the normal of 72 degrees. A little
ton Like, bluegill were the best
A brakeman and a chair car the skills and organization neces- known otherwise, has been a rich South and Southwest.
Oakley said the Tuesday crowd cooler Thursday or Friday and
At Mansfield. Tex.. 18 miles were politely refused admittance.
bet, then crappie and white bass. attendant were reported critically sary for the satisfactory operation experience. I have learned to use
There were no demonstrations was composed of local persons warmer Saturday or Sunday. Rain
what j have to the best advantage southeast of Fort Worth. Negroes
hurt. Another fireman who jumped of a home.
inch.
be happy with it. T h e abandoned their fight to attend in Knoxville but the Negroes were who wished to protest the Negroes' fall will average 1-4 to 1-2
Our state university at Lexing- and
at the moment of impact was
not enter white registration in an "orderly man- Scattered thundershowers Thursday
believed to have suffered severe ton offers such information and knowledge I re:eived from club classes at the high school there. told they - could
Court or- echools there until the board of ner."
and possibly Sunday nr Monday.
shock.
training through Homemakers and work has made it possible for me despite a U.S. Supreme
The nine students included two
education changes its policy.
their stand.
4.'H clubs throughout the state. to have a spare time business in der supporting
State police at Santa Fe said
FINKS FISH TOSSER
Here in Clinton, state Adjutant boys who were transfer students
NAACP Attorney L. Clifford Daany home of slip covering, upholsSouthwest Kentucky — Partly doctors and ambulances from The Homemakers advisory council
MILWAUKEE (1/5 — Keith Meyhit General Joe Henry said he was I from Terre Haute, Ind. Oakley
Tuesday
late
announced
vis
making.
and
drapery
tering
Demonstration
Home
feloudy and warm today, tonight throughout nuitheastere New Mex- and the
said he did not know any of the er. M. just doesn't like to be
Every woman in the tounty has organization was postponing its el- expecting no more trouble.
county plans and
and Thursday. High both days 811 ico had been called in' to help in Agent in each
700 Nation- students' names.
brought
who
Mansfield
the
Henry.
lectured about jaywalking A p0integrate
to
a
to
tart
belonging
of
privilege
the
At
directs the work -of th‘ clubs.
to 92. Low tonight in mid K.
Negroes would iceman told • judge he was
to
'the
this
if
to
hot-spot
Asked
Guardsmen
to
threatening
al
the emergency.
mobs
where
receivachool
of
and
Club
are
Homemaker's
the monthly meetinp lessons
.Some 5:30 a. ro. temperatures:
follow- return to clisfees later in the lecturing Meyer about jaywalking
ing valuable practical information lynch, gathered last Friday and help keep law and order
The collision happened at 3:10 gtven and material is distributed
Louisville 83, Covington 67, Paing a near riot here Saturday week. Oakley said. "I don't know when the youth heaved a dead
nutrition, as well as the incidental training Tuesday.
as;
such
subjects
in
nall
Robinson
the
at
LexBowling
Green
lit
MST
am.
ducah 64.
perch at him. The fish missed
Rangers Escort Negrwea . night, said he was -well pleased" what their intentions- are."
preserving in leadership and good citizenship.
ington 67, London 65 and Hopkins- siding. about three miles west cooking, child care.
Sturgis principal keagl Evans its mark, but the judge didn't.
"We have concluded we are not with the results his troops had
hope many new members will
I
nalney.
and
time
bddgeting
Ades,
first
switching
the
is
It
here.
of
vale 67.
refused to discuss the case. and He fined Meyer P.
opportunity. going to try to enroll those stu- brought.
location south or west of Springer. health and sanitation, tailoring, take advantage of this
gvansville, Ind., 82 .
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PUBLIMIED RI' LEDGER & TIMFs PUBLISHING COMPANY, In... i
:orisolidation of the MursoN Ledgei, The Calloway Times, and The
runes- Herald. October 20, ins, and the West Kentuckian. January
•
U, 1842
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISH=
We reserve the right to -reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor.
Mr Publx Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best
Interest of out readers.

•

THE LEDGER it- TI•CES

at1 RRAvf. KY.

WEDNESDAY — SEPTEMBER 5,

GUESS MAKES SKIPPER HAPPY

School'Hanging. [MAJOR LEAGUE

IKE WATCHES MANTLE SLAM NO. 117,

RATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES' WALLACE WITMER CO, 1368
atonroe. Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave.. New Yorlt; 307 N Michigan
Svc.. Chicago, 80 Bolyston St. Boston.
DI
UNETILD
PIUS

Entered at the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky. for trensmission as
Second Class Matter
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per we
lee, per
rsonh 115e. in Calloway and ad,io.n.ng count:es, per year $3.50; elses550
•

Frank Robinson Hits 37th
Homer Of Year After Birdie
Made Prediction Of Only 15

STANDINGS

By MILTON 1UCHMAN
United Press Sports Writer
Birdie Tebbetts made a burn
WEDNESDAY — SEPTEMBER 5, 1956
guess when he said Frank Robinson
would hit 15 homers this year and
L. Pet. GB
it could be that the canny :inBantamLOS ANGEI.ES 1/I
tl ol 614
einnati skipper will gladly eat that weight Raton Macias risks only
79 4 594
Cincinnati
prediction complete with perimint his reputation and not his NBA
Ledger and Times File
78 54 ..591 3
Brooklyn
'trimmings.
title tonight in his scheduled tele--St. Louis
64 06 485 17
Robinson connected for his 37th vision ICI rounder at the Hollywood
Funeral services for William Henry Hosford, 75, who
61 69 469 19
Philadelphia
homer Tuesday night and the blow Legion with tough little Larry
was found dead in bed Thursday morning. August 29.
PittsburM
58 75 .435 23
touched off a two-run rally in the Bataan of The Philippines.
were conducted Tuesday afternoon at two o'clock at
New York
54 77 412 2e10th inning that gave the Redless
But a victory could mean a shot
Chicago
Blue Spring Church of- Christ in Stewart County.
52 79 .397 281,
• 4-3 victory over Milwaukee and at Italy's Mario D'Agata for the
Murray High School began its fall term TuesciatY
boosted them within 2j games of undisputed world 115-pound chammorning. Sptember 3, with a mord enrollment of. 660
the National League lead.
pionship.
pupils, according to W Z. Carter, Supt. of City Schools.
"'All Macias has to do is win."
was trying not to be overNew
York
7
Philadeleina 2
Mrs. Harry Broach of San Bernadino. Calif., was
optimistic this spring when I avid says promoter Jackie Leonard -and
Cincinnati 4 Milwaukee 2
honored guest at a coke party which was given Saturday
that Rubinson would hit PO hom- we'll get him a shot here in the
Only Games Sclieeuled
ers." Tebbetts says, "but the way Legion."
afternoon by Mrs. George Hart at her home.
things have turned out It could
Cpl. Alvin H. Kopperud of Murray recently was
be Use understatement of the
awarded the army commendation ribbon in ceremonies
year,"
at Ft. Richardson. Alaska, for exceptional knowledge of
Pittsburgh at Brooklyn,
Robinattei homer, off reliever
legal and technical matters pertaining to his duties in
Chicago at St. Louis, night
Ernie Johnson, left him only one
:..onnection with the position of judge advocate.
Cincinnati at Milwaukee
shy of the all-time rookie rectkrd of
Mies Charlotte Owen. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. E.
New York at Philadelphia, night
38 set by outfielder Wally Berger
noxorstes OPENS 8:15
Owen, has joined the faculty of Grove High School, Par—,
of the Boston Braves in 1930.
SHOW STARTS DUSK
is, Tenn.
Following the homer. .singles by
Ted Kluszewski, Wally Post and
Ed Bailey provided the Redlegs
New York at Brooklyn, night
with an insurance marker.
Only Game Scheduled
PRESIDENT EISENHOWER (arrow) watches the Yankees' Mickey
Jeffcoat Pulls Muscle
Mantle at bat in the seventh inning of the game with the Senators
EFFIGY of a Negro, hanging
The victory ‘eent to hard-worlong
at Griffith Stadium, Washington, The President did not have to
from Mansfield, Tex., flag pole,
Hershel' Freeman, who relieved
wait long to see Mantle hit his 47th home run of the season. He
Is removed by J. T. Pressley
starter Hal Jeffcoat when he was
Leeds 13 more this month to equal the record set by Babe Ruth.
and cousin Willard, both 20. A
—
-forced to leave the game withL
seinflice on the effigy warned
W. L. Pct. GB
a pulled leg muscle after retiring !
Negroes to 'stay away." A
New York
85 48 .639
the side in the eighth. Freeman's .• SIESONINIK SOUND' reer
crowd of some 250 persons
Cleveland
75 56 -573 9
record is now p victories and
milled about the grounds, and
All Gaul. as • fellow named Walt Willman? Sorry, we forgot
Chicago
73 511 .557 11
threats to usa gnnieto keep the
lour defeats.
-.
-Caesar piti--4-411---Aisrided- hsteLesr--tritroduce him...
Boston
12
.550
59
72
basis
all-white
School On an
Cincinnati broke up a pitching
Shake hands. Mid 'notice ,Jsoer
three parts. _Moat :fishermen are
,
191
.492
67
Detroit
115
(international)
were hind.
duel between Jeffcoat and rookie Due to illness in his family,
the same way, all gall and divided gnarled that - mitt 'is, with the
58.72 .446 25,,,
Psiltimore
•
Taylor Phillips with two runs in Al "Fuzzy" St. John WILL
into three parts, according to Walt eean of Heddon's field testing
54 77 .412 30
Washington.
the sixth but the praves bounced NOT appear Thurs. Sept. 6
Willman. grand champion at all staff. That oak stump 'which just
88
Kansas
43
41
City
.328
back to tie the score with four at the Murray Drive-In.
anglers who have caught more rattled your. teeth has thrown
hits in the eighth That's the v.ay
more millions of plugs. won More
•
than a tun of fish.
matters stood until Robinson brok,2
casting titles, and hauled in more
Walt's terminology tons of fish than any living man.
"Gall" in
the tie in the 10th
DOUBLE FEATURE *
means intestinal fortitude. And Disputants line up on the tient.
Chicago .11 Detroit 4
In the only other NatInnal League
tg•Dee.
Igo
states
Tennessee,
All
7-Jan.
Nov.
—
;17;
WASHINGTON
Kansas City 5 Cleveland 2
without it no fisherman is com-ariCalt - will convince „you - one at
FRI. and SAT. *
scheduled, veteran Max SurEyERY
saint'
except Louisiana will have a con- 15, IDec. 1-Dec. 30).
Boston 7 Washington 6
kunt of the Giants hurled a
pletely worthy of the name Many a time, or as a group.
9
for
Except
irea
one
the
in
huntslate
waterfowl
migratory
tinuous
Only Games Scheduled
six-hitter for a 7-2 victory over
years and countless thousands at
His age is "approaching 75" but
ing season this year, the Interior the season on waterfowl and coots
Surkont and loser
fish ago. Walt formed this opin.on you can't get turn to admit from .
in Ohio will be from Oct. 15 the Phtilies.
Department announced Friday.
Harvey Haddix were locked in
and has lived by it. Who _is which direction. W. is retirtd
The states were permitted to to Dec 22 But from a radius
1-1 tie until Foster Castle
•••411-- from everything but fishing and
By BETTY HUTTO.
TUESDAY - SEPT. 11th
choose between a split or a conas of one-fourth of a mile in any
homered in the seventh in
New Yore at Boston. night
lives ,at St. Petersburg. Florida,'
Written For The United Pram
linuous season. Louisana was the direction from the Pytnatuning
.ther
The Giants pinned across
- of eternal sunshine. About 1 HOLLYWOOD SI --Veils Presley Baltimore at Washington. night:
air in Ashtabula CouritY, the
only state electing Jo aullk,
run oi the seventh and thilyi "dad
IrDerallons $60, Sr! SKIM It IME ALFait±_alireli--Are_liatt
. The elates- . choirs --their season will- be Oct. 10 to Dec. 18.
l
four more in the ninth.
So famous us a fisherman that to be neutral. Either you're mad
Specific hunting dates within an The shooting hours in this area
Indians
Kansas City Vitae
Al Foss, one of "ne earliest metal for him or mad at him.
will be from one-half hour before
overoll Season of Oct. 1-Jan, 16.
Kansos City dropped Cleveland
lure makers, hired him to travel; Me? Fm for him for "rock 'n'
Mississippi sunrise to sunset.
Atlantic and
The
nine games off the American
the nation and popularize light roll." for the whole cool, essay Detroit at Kansas City. night
Flyway states, except Minnesota.
AND
League pace by defeating the
.
rods and lures, something anheard bit.
Baltimore at Washington
.
will have a season of 70 consecutive
Indians. 5-2. N jUt a 10-hit attack.
of in aliowe -heavy tackle" days.
The people who object to Pr.'sOnly Games Scheduled
bunting days this year. Central
Southpaw Het-b Score, tagged for
His system is simple. He pulled I ley are parents. Teen-agers 'N'110
Flyway states will have a straight
Kansas City's first three runs,
quietly into town, then loudly don't like him, and there a -e
ducks
on
coot*.
and
FROM
forgotten long before today's teen- 75-day season
his ninth loss against
suffered
challenged to a fishing match the I thousands. „just ignore him and
geese.
on
agers are parents and have kids and .a 60-day season
while Jack Crimian
victories
15
u. .
best fisherman in those parts listen to someone else.
WSM's
The Pacific Flyway states will
of their own to worry over.
scored his third triumph although
Since his lures were weedless, parents get all unhinged. They
straight 80-day season.
One thing I've learned is' that have a
Tex. tilt — The Art Ditmar pitched the final two
GALVESTON.
he'd be gentleman enough to handle seem to forget how mad tneir
Shooting dates and bag limits in
athletic committee of the Dallas innings.
the oars but cagey enough to fish versions of the Lindy Hop or the public responds to a performer the tour ,
major migratory. routes
same wave
75c
Chamber of Commerce,. named
The White Sox clouted lour Admission
in the heaviest weeds. The local the Big Apple made their waltz- who is tuned to She
includethey're on --Kids are-4-164K
Yarned altilni?-13110Str—Zitha rias
tiger pitchers for 13T hits 1
chanip-would ble continually
towing parents a few years
Mist&
1NyWitY
FREE
12
Under
Children
and forever. They look for
"sportsman of the month" Tuesday
Detroit, 11-4. In addition
I've. got a personal reason to now
off weeds while Walt just pulled
possession limits:
new because it would -Daily bag and
a telegram to her b9dside to posting his 10th victory and
Si fish
stand up for the kid of the something
except snaw and sent
geese,
4-8:
ducks
be unthinkable just to accept the'
in John Sealy Hospital.
Sixth an a row. right-hander Dick
.
Since those early, hectic days.'sideburns.
coots 10.10; Want 6-4,
things their parents like. geese. 2-4:
e 'carry Donovan chipped in with a threecour
great
your
-May
Walt has nesir_ stopped fishing.
It wasn't too long ago that irate slime
8-8.
snipe
Wilson's
to a basic beat In and
present run homer.
There is hardly a state in the and disturbed parents were hoping They respond
Daily bag may include one -wood you to victory in y
copy smte-1ariusic — and when you take awyuldn't
Ted Lepcio's 14th homer to lead WED.-THUR. - SEPT. 12-13
48 where he has not thinned their children wo
with a possetsion limit of, battle" against cancer he telegram
duck
that'll
.. ... aro,.
,
feathers
and
files
the
all
the 12th inning gave the
oft
paid.
the fish population. During the I There were letters to editors. :
posaessiiis.
and
JANET and PAUL
.. two. Daily bag
tent
oxygen
an
ordered
Doctors
Sox a 7-6 victory over the
Aber, Ave Gardner and Stewar• last war ite Ailed commercially, I heated discussions and angry noises what rock 'n' roll offers them.
Red
hooded
one
include
limits may also
ninth
his
homer,
- ond
Lepcio's
Tuesday
room
her
Senators.
from
removed
Granger will appear in their new , but with his beloved plugs.
red— :about -America's number one
and
merganser. Amesican
last 18 games, raffle
CinemaSeope and color film. out:fished oltitime commercial salts 1 jitterbug." My shrieks and shouts.
breasted mergansers are to be because she was "feeling much in Boston's
to
'
attempts
filing
I
By
my
my
who had retired
How?
gyrations.
bait.
live
;using
'13HOWANI JUNCTION.- starting
counted in the daily bag and better." The oxygen tent was off Bud Byerly.
placed in her ri:orn several days 11 men in a 'row before the
the belie off his hooks. This waY I imitate a Whirling Dervish with
possession limits on' other chicks.
today at the Varsoy Theatre
wallop.
__ he could Jlip off the Nth an.
— • hotfoot were deplored—so long
_
Following are hunting Oates for ego but was no; used.
have his next east into the air and so loud that I became famous. i
ducks, giele, coots and brant with
. before the fish hit the bottom 1 Now that I'm in a star role I;
dates for Wilson's snipe included
like a perfect lady. such ast
I of the live well!
in parentheses:
I
nat
I'm
Reunitin."
this
bacisgtowng• I in -Spring
So, knowing all
Delaware, Nov. 2-Jan. 10 iNoe.
.
; predicting that Elvis will ever me - •
we asked him the $84.000 Wee
Maryland, Nov. 7-Jan,
2-Dee.
type
Crosby
tion... -Remembering the Misil al ! low into a relaxed
ACP
15'iNov. 15-Dec. 14i; New Jersey,
Wrio
jest
i
wonders.
q But time works
, fish you have racked up:
Nov. 3-Jan. 11 (Nov. 3-Dec. li;
' what is the biggest - thrill -in : ever thought old calliope me would
West Y:rifinia, Nov. 5-Jan. 13
to
:learn there are other ways
,1 catching a fish?"
5-Dec. 31.
talov
"I here are three thrills: opined :E attract an audience except by
Pennsylvania. the season on
In
,
r ear drums?
Walt, eyes softening as they re"iI shattering their
waterfowl and coots will be from
1413 WEST MAIN STREET
fleeted years of wonderful fishing; If parents want to worry about
10 to Dec. 18, except in the
Oct.
memories. "First, the strike. suns.:something — you suggest they.
Backe. Philadelphia
ot
counties
-it you 'think of poor old Presley. This'
the fight. And. third. Sate
and Delaware. and the Delaware
141t him into the boat. After that, year's ' fad is next year's fiszle.
River bordering on these counties.
fad
I'm locking for the next fish:If Elvis can survive this fast
those places the season Will be
In
There you have it from the bydup — then he deserves to be
Nov. 3-Jan, 11.
be
he'll
wen.
Those
h.mself.
can't,
grand fisherman
• stat. If he
The hunting hours in all-flyways
dyed-in-the-wool
, three thrills give a
except the Mississippi Flyway will
m
fish
to
' fisherman "gall-- enough
be from one UR hour before
regardless of the nasty weather
Sunrise to sunset. In the Mississippi
Expedite your office ope- and skunkings he gets.
Flyway shooting of waterfowl and
rations with the newest,
But there is a fourth he didn't
coots must stop one half hour
best 'ideas in equipment. mention. The thrill of passing
before sunset. Wilson's snipe can
along to others his "know how"
be hunted in all flyways until
'Oen catching Ugh
amet. .
column front time to,
so
Mississippi Flyway
VI-it Our Modern Office Anne.. Like, "How to catch sheep- The da.ly bag and possession
ipply Dept. for Every ahead all day on one
limits except for Minnesota: ducks
ALL ADMISSIONS . . 50c
CHILDREN (under 11 yrs.) .... 25c
shrimp"I
ho!!
except wood ducks. 4-8: geese 3-5;
olfice Equipment Need. Next time we'll lin- you
- Mickey litanile's'
BOSTON
-1 Walt does it. and you'll know why chances rf breaking Babe Ruth's
coots 10-10. Wilson's snipe 8-8.
CLAMP
SKATES
IN' ADMISSION PRICE
INCLUDED
the "
WERNER 4114FINS, 21, suspected
• Chairs
The daily bag limit on ducks
111 home run record could start down
• Desks
"
1 .2111°
.,
IP
bank robber, is shown dancing
•
professor.".
the drain tonight.
In Minnesota is live and the
SHOE SKATES .... 25c extra
SPECTATORS .... 25c
with Kim Novak, American
• Adding Machines
pos3ession limit is 10.
'Mantle. with 47 banters so far.
'
movie star, at the recent flInt
ACT
closed
•
have
will
flyway
is exactly even with Ruth's reittord
This
• Filing Cabinets
festival in Cannes, France. This
on wood ducks. Thg daily
pace but the Bambino hit his
photo, which was widely circu-. 'season
Whet-.
—
Tenn..4P
I
KNOXVILLE
the
4P.ih and 49th homers en
bag and pcsaession limits may
• All Your Office Needs
lated in Europe,taught the eye
Howard Seay fatted to return from Yankees' 134th grme in 1967 -andone hood e d merganser.
of a German police Inspector in
•1•
a trip to a neighborhood grocery, tonight's contest against the Rid
•
American and red - breasted merBra!insrhweig, Germany,and led
his brother, James, jumped into Sint will mark the Yatiks' 154th
gansers are in bc counted in the
to the apprehension of Steffene
pis ear to hunt for him. A few game of the eurreht season.
and
daily bag and possession limits on
In a Monte Carlo' hideout. Stet..
!blocks from home. James whizzed
fens, who had described himself
other ducks.
So that means Mantle will have
ALL ADMISSIONS .
25c
SPECTATORS
50c
througa a speed trap, was arrested to ,hit two tonight to stay even
as an African explorer, Is being
Hunting dates, lot docks. Retie,
conin
held by German police
.. 25c extra
SHOE SKATES
land taken to jail. There he found with he Babe or else fall behind
coots and brants with Wilson's
a55
•
•
nection with a seri of robbefiet
, his brother who had been arrested for the first time since, Use -opening
snipe in parentheses:
of-German and Swiss bank/4i Kentucky, Nov. 3-Jan. IL (Nov
I in the samt speed trap.
day of -the weapon.
• --

'Macias Risks
'Reputation Only

National League

10 Years Ago This Week

Yesterday's Games

Today's Games

MIJR

A
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y

Tomorrow's Games

TONITE and THUR.

Walt Willman Is Champ
Of All The Fishermen

--*—
American League

You Cither
Like Elvis
Or Don t

Yesterday's Games

NIGHT Prortr

My-Ike- State
Split'Season

NOT-IC-

!*

COMING

Today's Games

•

ON STAGE —
_
IN PERS-ON
—4
LESTER FLATT

Tomorrow's Games

i

Babe Is Named
Sportsman Of
The Month ! ,

EARL SCRUGGS

Grand Ole Opry

COMING

!b

THE WIZARDS
OF THE AIR
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'lung

MODERNIZE Your

EQUIPMENT

Murray Roller Rink
JAMES and IDA MILLS — Managers
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OU

T th

nenisiratar and executors in due
course of law
This September 4th., 1110d .
It B. Patty/von, Clark
CaLloiwuy County Court
Murray, Kentuity

- R4.

ss

v'sa

-grow
ag• ad--

r's
s

"MOM 16

15

wawa,v
fresh heifers. Thomas Lamb, one PREFERRED EXPERIENCED opmile west of Coles Crossing off erator Main Beauty Shop. Ph.
S6C
STf' 974 or call in peison.
B.nton Road.

FOR SALE

ILNOS Complete line new and
used. All sizes and types in stock. FRYERS 3 to 3,, pounds Nice for
336 J.
Phone
Murray
Seiburn White Pianos, 403 Chest- freezer.
SSC
S25C Hatchery.
nut St., Murray, Ky.
•

Bantam its only
us NBA
Jed teeoily wood
e Larry
I.
n a shot
fur the
id cham-

CHEAP A real good warm morning coal heater. See Fred McClure,
SW
300 Woodlawn.

40,

IS Witt.'
ard and
e in the

OR RENT
(
,F

FALL FABRICS. Woolens
ROOM APARTMENT, first floor.
value only $2.88. Shoulder Stove outlet 308 S. 15th. Call
special 2k pair. Open
S8C
913-M after 7:00 p.m.
Greenfield Fabrics, 3 zs4les
/ERIC 4 ROOM UPSTAIRS unfurnished
Hwy. 94.
apartment, private entrance. Three
on
TerrievCee and furnished rooms downstairs. Will
SAVE $1.00
y
Connie Linn Dolls by laying-awa
aecornmodate 8 school boys. 414 S.
now fur Cnristrnas. gIoo will hold 8th.
SOP
the dolL Offer good through Sept.
SOC 3 ROOM Unfilrni4ted apartment.
The cherry's.
Privete bath and entrance. Tom
2 GIRL'S BIC4CLES, 24 inch and Bynum. North 5th.
SOP
824.
Ph.
28 inch. Good condition.
S7C NICE 3 ROOM basement apartment. Private entrance, private
2 CINCIJLATIN.1 HEATERS with bath. 411 S. 8th St. Call 1093-W
jacts One 4-room heater. One
SIC
S7P
tier. 407 S. 6th St.

NEW
$5.98
tds
7:00.
East

4

-ULM

wsiesmaa

1 1948 PLYMOUTH Club Coupe.
Clean. One two-wheel car trailer.
Both cheap. Conner Implemcnt
S7C
Company. Phone 1313.

Female Help Wanted I

M HOURLY possible doing light
TWO PIECE living room suite.
assembly work at home. No ex'1
kitchen
table.
1
1 9x12 carpet.
perience necessary. Write, SANCO
S7C
1468-W.
ifilty cabinet. Call
Mfg. Co.. 8507 West Third, Los
S5P
WEANED PIGS, springing heifers, Angeles 41,

Dom
50% OFF

family,
WILL
Sept. 6
In.

6

USE

JRE *

OUR

LAY A -WAY

BILBREY S

SAT. *

SERVICES OFFERED
WOULD TAKE CARE of an elderly lady in our home. Nice house
with electria heat. See Mrs. Fred
159oClure, 300 Woodlawn, phone
SOP
1057-W.

WANT

-I

MILK PLANTS BEATING
OFF-FLAVOR PROBLEMS

E

.. 75c
FREE

E.

12-13

UL

1
DS '

•

r

•

•

•
•

3:.-F.ngrave with
acid
37-Ancient city In
Greece
28-Chemical suing
39-Challenges
4 -span ish article
4.2-rnits
43-Singing voice
(p1.)
45-Skill
48-Blew In whiffs
45-Be present
61-Superlative
ending
52-Female relative
54-Born
55-Hectare
14-Dirks
67-Haul

ACROSS

1--Ugly. old
WOMAR '
4-Thick
6-Knock
21-Inwerag•
•
13-Herres
34-The Walla*
ner
1.7.-Xorther
(cotton./
IT-Heer's horn
39-4iratuity
-Creep
,
111
SI-VehIcle
13-Note of seals
24-Continued
attempt to gain
possession
37-Man's name
25-After-dinner
DOWN
candy
30-Walked on
----4-42eas. rut and
31-Teutonic
eared for
32-Heelless shoes
ladder
34-King of Mahan
S

5'

6

7

amp

,s
11448444

to

BIRTH BRINGS BENDER
51,
MAYWOOD. N.
Oliver was stopped In a dead end
street cud chaiged with 10 traffic
violations. Oliver, charged with
runhitting several parked cars,
ning stop signs and a red light,
reckless and drunken driving. said
he was -on a 'bender" occasioned
by the birth of his fifth child.
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Film Toned
Down But
Holds Action

Aline Mosby is on vacation.
Today guest writer Richard Willmark answera the question often
put to him - does the violence
in hie films harm young fans?
--By RICJIARD WIDMARK
Written For The United Press
HOLLYWOOD (IP - I've been
quite a violent -fellow in motion
pictures If you counted the notches on mr,Screen Actors' Guild
card you'd find almost a hundred.
I've slain good actors and bad in
quite a variety of ways.
But movie mayhem rests lightly
on 1 my conscience. There is a wide
divhgence of opinion as to whether
violence on the stage or s:reen
incites some persons in the audienc.:
to violence. I may be rationalizing
ITotohink ,it
ewAn
,
of Oveit
initves
my pow
does not.
gry
We have to face the fact therE
is a more-or-less sublimated urge
to violence in all of U3. A good
husband and father at times comes
homicidal
pretty close to being
maniac while driving -his car. The
housewife who angrily smashes
a dish and the iude sales girl
are being violent in their own
ways. The papers are full of
examples of less inhibited violence
and of course wvc all live under
a cloud of mass violence, the
possibility of war.
Therefore people have violence
in them and are surrounded by
violence. I think that persons
seeing violence on the screen may
work off some of their own more
primitive . emotions. I would doubt

2-A state (abbr.)
3-Italtk by birth
4-Profound
S-Dutch town
6-Symbol for
nickel
left by
wound
4-Small stoves
9-Higher
16-Simian '
11-5-Equality
16--Outfit
13-Taunte
26-Tapers
21-Doctrine
23-Chief artery
23-Keen
25-Web-footed
bird
!Pe-Kilns
3S-Parent (colloq.)
'29-Caudal
appendage
32-Part -14
bookcase
33-Legal seal
(abbr.)
34-Skillful
38-Purpow•
40-Walks
43-Woriblent
Inviter
, sed --44-Nerse
45-The aw eetsop
46-Footlike part
47-Land Of the
tree (ablw.)
45-High card
49-Prefis: new
60-Condensed
moisture
63-('ollege degree
aabbr.)
_

HARD TO BEAT HEAT
DES MOINES IIP - A thief
with a strong back and an urge
to beat the heat stole a 100-pound
air conditioner from an office
window Friday.

WHAT'S
THE LAW
OF
GRAVITY

•

TOUVB4BIONET
On Taur Plumbing

Elroy Sykes
PLUMBING CO.
• •44.1.•

NOTICE •

Wie

IN ORDER THAT OR SUNDAY SESSIONS
MAY NOT CONFLICT WITH EVENING
CHURCH SERVICES, WE WISH TO
ANNOUNCE THE FOLLOWING

SUNDAY SCHEDULE
Afternoons .........1:30 p.m. to 4 P.m.
Nights • •
8 pan: to io
• I,

y
WEST

MAIN

JAMES and IDA MILLS - Managers
BY

THE LAW OF
GRAVITY 15
WHAT KEEPS
--THEM IN
ESS

FOLLOW
ME

gi..lesabilh...e

very much that a maniac needs
a suggestion front a movie to
set him off into some act of
atrotity.
In my
mu%ic. 'The Last
Wagon,- at 20:'i Century Fox, I
kill seven men - one with a
hatchet, one with a bow and
arrow and another with a length
of chain. I don't anticipate that
those methods will replace guns,
knives and arsenic as the favorite
instruments of American homicide.
Cites Parents' Responsibility
It's true that my a Jr amid I
haven't let our little daughter see
some of my epics because we feel
they are too rough. We are pretty
selective in the type of entertainment we permit her to see and
only recently acquired a television
set. The point I'd like to make is
that people who provide entertainment can't be expected to gear it
to children. The responsibility for
what the child sees rests upon the
pal eras. We think our daughter
should discover the ranges and
aberrations of human emotion
gradually.
Actually, I have been a killer
in only about a third of my films.
Yet I seem to be identified with
violence to a point where I accept
the identification myself. I'd like
to da a good drawing room
comedy.

NANCY

HM--- IT'S
KINDA
HARD TO _
EXPLAIN

•
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Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

3

I.•

•
.

aVe-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

elf

uniform, and if hit Is,
answered his own question, eyes' wearies' no
CHAPTER 15
gloom. I didn't have time to notic e.
KLUND changed his tactics straining through the
the
lumber wagon," That's the reason I Was off
abruptly, head lowered, mov- "Sounds like a
,
Inervous
"And it's not on the road-!..eicause I was
just
ing in fast, taking punishment he added.
was
about fellowin' it. I
have a look at ita'
and giving R. As, he had guessed, road. Let's
of freight-"
He touched his horse to a gal- haulin' a load
' Stockett wasn't good at this inHe made a sudden jump, tryalongside.
in
fell
Eklund
and
lop,
he
But
fighting. where it hurt.
horse,
his rib hadn't suffered ing to -reach Eklund's
BUB had an ace, and he tried to Apparently
jolting did not which stood by itself now; reins
the
for
badly,
too
saved
narrowly
,use it. Eklund
Eklund was
sharp thrusts of agony on the ground. But
himself as the Ape twisted a foot send any
a sharp
into him. He understood not. napping. He rapped
and kicked backward at him with knifing
g it with gun
McKinstry's curiosity, and shared order, emphasizin
a spur, a maneuver which would
in hand
have slashed deep above his it.
"Quit it, or I'll kill you!"
They sighted the wagon, well
Achilles tendon and lamed him if
The gun was convincing. Aproad. The driver disthe
off
back
it had landed.
had decided
them at the same instant parently the driver
covered
He'd been expecting something and lashed his team to a run as that he didn't have one, since he
like that and so had kept on McKinstry hailed him. The cap- hadn't used it at first.
"We'll just have a look at this
guard. Now, as he twisted his leg tain's answer to that was an
aside, he took advantage of the added burst of speed which freight you're hauling," McKinsituation, stomping down hard quickly brought him alongside Lary said drily. "And thanks, Doc.
and fast, his boot catching the the team, and he reached out and I'm afraid I left my rear ex•;ong shank of the spur while grabbed a bridle, close up to the posed."
He walked back to the wagon
Stockett's leg was turned. The bit, putting his weight on it to
and climbed over a wheel for a
next instant, Eklund Caught his bring the team to a halt.
watched their
heel against the spur, pinning
It was a reckless move, overly look. Eklund
the shank under the arch of his so in this case. Eklund, following, prisoner warily. He knew most
but this
weight
country,
this
foot. Twisting with the
at his heels, was more watchful. people in
of his body behind the move- He saw the driver reach and fellow was a stranger to him,
ment, he had Stockett off-balance ..swing up a shotgun from the apparently a newcomer.
McKinstry toaaed aside a blanmuzzle pointand at his mercy before the Ape seat beside him
had their look. The
.17 quite knew what was going on.
ed at McKinstry's back. Yelling , ket, and they
innocent enoughStockett fell crashingly, his a warning. Eklund swung his own load appeared
as a farmer or a trapfoot still tangled and beyond his horse alongside the wagon, then such stuff
be hauling. Half a
control. As he hit, his head stood up on the saddle, tidlancing per would
steel traps, all rusty. Sevrapped sharply against the edge preeiriously for a moment, and dozen
eral cans of tomatoes and a sack
of the wooden stall, the sound jumped.
these, canSpinning ground raced widen- of beans. But under
like a pistol shot in the silence.
in and protected by a layThe captain quivered and lay ingly under him, then one hand cealed
pf straw, was something else.
a caught the spring of the wagon er
!finnclung, found a foot- MeRinstry lifted out a rifle,
That wasn't what he'd planned seat and he
were others like
There
new.
forward,
ing
himself
pulled
and
to do, but it suited Eklund. He hold
grabbed the shot- It as he pawed the straw aside.
stepped back, and Bill McKinstry his other hand
"Gun-running" He nodded. af
The gun blasted
jerked.
and
gun
him,
e
,1 was the first to congratulat
spraying thought so. An honest man
moment,
same
the
at
d.
hand outstretche
scared of observashot wildly into the air. The wouldn't be so
"I've seen him use that spur team, slowing with McKinstry's tion, this close to th9 fort. You
one
than
this to the
trick to lame more
hand on them, jerked nervously can try explaining
man," he' said. "That's the first at the gun-blast, and the next in- major, my friend. Here," he
him!"
on
the wagon,
backfired
time it's
stant.Eklund and the driver we,re climbed down from
There was little sympathy for tumbling headlong to the ground. bringing a short length of rope,
hands. I think I
Stoekett. Someone sloshed a pail
Eklund was first on his feet, "I'll tie your
of water over his head and shmil- shaken but unhurt. The driver can manage to take him in, Ekders, and he sat up, choking and was dazed, all the fight knocked kincla if you want to get on back
gasping. Eklund followed Mc- Out of him. Meltinstry had to town."
Kinstry out into the night.
Twisting the rope about tho
stopped the wagon a short dis"I believe I'll ride a saddle tance ahead.
captive's wrists, and making sure
back to town:'"ursislund decided.
it was tight, McKinstry or''Now, what's this all about?" that
"My team is pretty well plated
dered hini to the seat, tying his
didn't
'Why
demanded.
Eklund
out."
own horse behind the wagon.
stop when we hailed you?"
"Good." McKinstry nodded. you
Swinging, he hrld out his hand.
know,
to
like
I'd
what
"That's
"I'll ride with you a ways, if you
"I wouldn't be alive if it wasn't
the driver
about,"
it's
what
they
as
he said. "Don't
don't mind." He chuckled
lie was a for you, Doc,"
sullenly.
countered
"Stockett's
appreciate it!"
left the post behind.
with a mastiff think I don't
man
heavy-set
a
for
him
to
had that coming
"A good rule works both
"I figured you were outlaws
Eklund smiled. "It's nice
lang time. I'm glad you were the face.
ways."
man
a
on
tip
cumin'
Indians,
one to administer it. But what I or
have friendsa Bill!"
to
warnina
no
without
way
wanted to tell you was, watch that
McKinstry climbed to the seat
What you expert a man to do.
tie,
out. He's like art elephant He
of the wagon, gathered up
"
conditions?
such
under
Forwas staring
never forgives, or forgets.
be on the reins. The prisoner
to
d
yo
expect
"We'd
his
under
tunately, you're not
Eklund.
you belonged, in the hard at
command. He'd make life miser- road where
"Eklund, is it?" he asked. "Doc
place," Eklund retorted.
first
were."
if
you
you
heard of you-Doe.
able for
to go using a shotgun Eklund! I've
About to swing his horse, Me- "And not
kind of business you're in
Funny
have
you
after
back
man's
Kinstry halted in a listening at- in a
- for ,9 doctor!"
a look at his unifoini."
titude.
(To Sc
-Stint
you
Li',
Mal.
•
"
'What.'s Lltitt7."•hil asked, and 1-. .

-•

L
Trophy race USAF PILOTS entered In the 25th annual Sandia
front George Air Force Base, Victorville, Calif, to Oklahoma City.
expect to
Okla.-chat in Los Angeles about the fast time they
90
Snake, They said they anticipated doing the 1,120-mile hop in
Capt.
minutes. Front: Capt. Manuel J. Fernandes (left) and
Capt.
Robert Madden. Rear, from left: Capt. Aubrey Edinburg,
),
Archie T. Iddings, Lt. John Niemela. (internationat Boundphoto

NOTICE

& Curl. Inc., publisher of the hook. Reprinted by special
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NOTICE TO CONTRACTOR
Sealed bids will be received by
Mr. Howard Brandon, Hazer Highway, Murray, Kentucky, until 2:00
p.m. CS.T., on September 14, 11186,
for the construction of approximately Ont ID mile of trees In
Cirararna
Subdivision, including
grade, drain and gravel surfacing.
Copies of the proposals, contract,
documents, plans end speclications
may be obtained train the office
of the Engineer, Eimer Y. Hollis,
2305 Kentu,ky Avenue, Paducah,
Kentu...ky, or the owner.
'
The suortscrtil biddor shall emscute a performance bond for the
full amount of his bid, within ten
ilO• days after receiving the notice
of award.
The owner reserves the right to
reject any and all bids
ITC

WANT TO BUY USED PIANO.
Newly developed equipment, whgood tone, good condition. Reason- ich subjects milk to a vacuum,
&IC
86'7-W.
able. Call
removes certhin objectionable flaa
vors from spring and summer
milk.
This vacuum process, now being
installed in many plants, actually
MONUMENTS
"boils off' thee flavors. The aim
Murray Marble and Granite Woriu Is to make milk taste the same
over
for
memoriaiei
of
fine
builders
year-round; previously sonic perhalf centuy. Porter White, Mana- sons objected to certain flavors
S15C
ger. Phone 121.
present in spring and sumrher
miUL
MONUMENTS first clan material
Hot milk is exploded into a
granite and marble, large selection
chamber where a strong vacuum
styles, sizes. Call 85, home phone
is maintained. Many volatile odors,
526. See at Calloway Monument from strong feed, silage, grassiness
West
owner.
Orr,
Works, Vester
and wild onions, are removed.
S22C
Main St., near college.
The refreshed milk is pumped out
and processed in the normal manSINGER SEWING machine reprener.
sales,
For
Murray.
sentative in
The principal, is not new - but
service, repair tantact Leon Hall,
recently have researchers
only
TIC
1617 Fanner. Ph. 1622-M.
,found a way to use the vacuum
without losing part of the milk.
The treatment,. however, does
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
farmeil-IDNIc _AWN
ADMINISTRATION HAS BEM- - -rólät
duty to avoid strongly f1aviiredgranted by the County Court upOK
feed5 just before milking, or igthe following estates:noring the wild oniorr problem.
Ella B. hicElrath, Deed., J. W.
Frost, Administrator, Murray, Ky.
TAKEN AT MS WORD
Da James A. Outland. Deed.,
- When police
CHICAGO
Executrix,
Outland,
Rosezeila
Mrs,
objected to Joseph Germano stopKentucky.
Murray,
ping automobiles of non -strikers
All persons having claims against
a picketed tool plant Tuesoutside
present
to
said estates are notified
president of the CIO's
the
day,
ExeSe
them to the Administrator
Council said: -Why
Union
Industrial
law,
cutors verified according to
me up?" Police did.
lock
you
don't
sane to be presented to said Addisorderly
He was charged with
conduct.

3ECCIPINgratalafFIC
by ARCHIE JOSCELYN
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INTERRUPT THE BALL GAME-

.5 ROOT-7OOT-TCX37FOR /710R OLD BULLMOOSE.
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HE'S St/RE TO WIN AV A twrezz
ill 04e-fr.'s /O-/.--5Q BELOW,

GIVE ME A COVER
OF SOLID
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By Raabarn Van Burn.

ABBIE-an' SLATS
SORRY
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Eastern Star !folds
Bi-li'eekly Meeting
At Masonic Hall

WEDNESDAY

(Personals) Carson Gives

"Helpful"
House Hints

- SEPTEMBER 5, 195C

The explosion will blow the pipes
cleats out of the house.
4. It' the elevator in your house
is inclined to stick between floors,
try rubbing a little soap in
the
shaft.
•
5. For an original and catchy •
welcome mat for your Ant door,
paint "step in" on the trigge
r
of that old bear trap in your
.
attic and place It on the doorstep.

Mr. and Mrs. Butte Waldrop and
Murray Star chapter No.
433 Mr. and Mrs. Pat Darnell and son,
Order of the Eastern Star held
its Kevin. left Friday for Turawa Terregular meeting at the Mason
ic rune, North Carolina to visit SecHall on Tuesday. August 21, at ond Lt. Harold Canne
dy and wife,
veil of silk imported Illusi
on was eight o'clock in the evening.
the former Miss Sue Waldrop.
attached to a pearl and
Mrs. Jean Weeks. worthy mat• • • •
sequin
----coronet.
Fen. and Burl Stalls, worthy mtThe Cardin'. Department of
Miss Patsy Ann Kingin.s. daugh
the
BY JOHNNY CARSON
She carried is cascade bouqu
Murray Woman's Club will
ron
at the meeting. The ter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
et
held
Written For Ilse United Press
K.inains.
of stephanotis centered
its first meeting of the new
Hire A Dishwasher
with a flag was presented by the mar- has returned home
club
for a two
HOLL
white orchid caught with showe
YWOOD
8. Tired of washing dishes after
year on Thursday. September
shall,
The reMrs. Nettie Klapp, and weeks' vacation
rs
8, at
before
entering markable success of
of white tulle and whit*
two-thirty o'clock in the aftern
the recent every meal/ Try hiring someone
bridal allegiance given.
Murray State College for
oon
her household hints feature on
ribbon placed on a white Bible.
at the club house.
The worthy matron gave an qt. senior year.
the to do it. Its astonishing how little
She has spent the television show
'Mrs. Neilson Jehrisosi of
I commit on CBS trouble dirty dishes can be when
"Flower Arrangement"
trrest
ing
readin
Gary.
g
on
"Rob
summ
Morris
er
at
v.•.11 be
,
Lake Shore Methodist each weekday
Ind., cousn of the bride, was
prompts me to this method is used.
the theme of the lemons
the Founder of OES."
Chue h 'Camp near Eva, Tenn,
to .he
matron of honor The bridesmaids
immortalize in printed form
7. If you want gypsies in your
studied at each meeting this
J
B
Black
some
of
Mayfi
where
eld
she served as craft director. of the
year.
gave
a
were
advice we have given.
Mrs. James Soloman of Mur- .most inspiring talk
back yard, these decorative and
The first study on 'Thursday
• • • •
on the work
will
ray and Mrs. Gene Wells of Sau- and the duties
I fear that unless they appea
be devoted on the study
of OES members.
r picturesque nomads can be atMr. and Mrs. Robert Fulton
a n d
and in printed form many
gerties, N Y Miss Genevieve Hum- Mr. Black
demonstration of bakince.
of these tracted by spraying the premises
is the past district eon of Detroit, Mich.,
scole;
spent
the domestic gems will be
phreys, cousin of the bride,
and proportion with Mrs
was deputy of Distran
forgotten. liberally with money.
18.
tioliday weekend with his parent
011ie
the junior bridesmaid.
s, Here, therefore, is • list
8. To prevent beats from nesting
Brown as the leader.
An invitation was extended by Mr. and Mrs.
of houseHerma
n Fulton.
The attendants wore
hold shortcuts, fresh from
AU members are especially urg• • • •
ballerina Mrs. Viva Turner of Mayfield to
'The In your basement, put a few
length gowns of ruby red crysta
Johnny Carson Show," wrarm
caribou in it. It's well known that
ed to attend this opening. meeen
l- all members to attend the Federaed
Mr. arid Mrs. J. B. Ross and
g
son, in newsprint to preser
ette over matching taffeta fashion- tion meeting to
by the chairman of the depart
ve their bears and caribou do not share
be held in May- Jim, of St. Louis. Mo.,
spent the rich, nutlike flavor
ed with a scoop neckline a
the same basements.
ment. Mrs E. S. Ferguson
:
-ft d field the fifth Sunday in Septem- Labor Day weekend
with Mr. and
Empire waistline accented with
I. Fruit stains may be removed
9. If your child refused to praca ber.
Mrs. Ray Ross and daugh
ter, from expensive fabric
cunimerbund of tucked crysta
Protein officer§ serving on Tues- Sandra.
s with a tice his penmanship, have a fresh
lette
and bracelet sleevin .The very
pair of scissors and some small concrete driveway put in and give
full day were Mrs. Maggie Woods,
• • •
flaring skirts had two self
Paper patterns. The patterns should the kid a twig. He'll get plenty
bows Adah; Mrs. Nell Robbins. Esther;
at the back at the waistline. They Mrs. Viva Turner, Murtha; Mrs.
be cut exactly to the sire and of practice.
wore shoulderline bandeaux
shape of the stains to be removed.
ocial Celender
of Frances Churchill, chaplain; Mrs.
braided crystalette and seed pearls Lucy Stranak. warde
then inned directly over the stains.
r.
In their hair and gold bracel
Cut around the patterns with
Wednesday, SePtessiber 5
Visitors were Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
ets,
The PTA of the Murray Eleme
gifts of the bride
Black and Mra. Viva Turner of
n- the scissors until the stain is
tary Si boo'. grades one
Ea h of the attendants
through completely removed.
carried Mayfield and Mrs. mina McClain
alit. will meet at the Carter Schoo
eascade bouquets of French
l
white of leciunseta Mich.
Earthquake Remover
on South 13th at two-thirty o'cloc
carnations centered with
The next regular meeting will
k.
large
2. If you are bothered by earth
• • • •
clusters of glittered grapes
backed be held Tuesday. September 11, at
quakes. you can rid your home of
The Executive Board of
with puffs of white net and
the
white eight o'clock in the evening. An Murra
y High PTA will meet far these household pests by removing
satin
election of officer for the ensuing
the house from its 'foundations and
luncheon at the Carter Schoo
Miss Cynthia lcumphreys cousi
l at floati
n year will be held and all members one
,
ng it in mercury.
utioc
k.
of the bride, was flower girl.
•
urged
are
to attend.
Her
3. To clean out zinc pipes, first
• • • •
dress was white organdy
made
drain the pipes, then pour in
Thsrsday. September
with a tucked front bodice
with
The Garden Depunment of the- undiluted sulphuric acid. Toss in a
lace trim and a very full
skirt.
lighted match and stand back.
Murray %Vona.... Llub will
She carried a white basket
meet
filled
at the club house at two-t
with rose petals.
hirty
Another delightful courtesy ex- o'clock.
2 YEARS IN PRODUCTION!
The best man for Mr. Burch
ett tended to Mis.s Wanda
•
•
•
CAST OF THOUSANDS!
SueDu
iguid
was his brother, Denny Burch
ett who was marri
The PTA meeting for parent
ed to Ewing Caldof LOU1SV iIle. The ushers
s
were well Borche
lt, Jr., on Sunday, was of children, grades 7 through 12.
James
Sokman, Toy
Lenning,
will
kitche
the
be held in the high school
n shower given by Mrs.
George Johnston and Charles PorMrs. Laing Caldwell Burchett,
Ivan Futrell of Camden, Tenn., auditorium at eight o'clock.
ter, Jr., at Pembroke.
Jr.
LEANNE $400.00
• • • •
and Mrs Glyro Wells.
Mrs_ Diuguid chyle ea wear
, Miss WaRtia Sue Diuguil. only
Wedding Ring $100.00
for
tered with large cathedral candl
.YEAR OLD "TROUBLEMAKER
The
prenop
tial
occasi
the
on
W
weddi
es
ng a champagne lace
daughter of Mr. and- Mrs-Rex-I
-Swedish wrought iron cande
38ONOLULU 'I? - Rung Gi
held at the home of Mrs:
labra dress over taffeta with matching
Stone Diuguid. became the bride
and palm trees furnished the back- hat and
North Twelfth Street on-Thurs- Pang was jailed on assault and
glove. Her corsage was of on
ed Ewing Caldwell Burchett. Jr '
ground for the large white Greci
.:lay, August 30, at seven-thirty battery charges for kayoing 85-year
an brown cymbidi urn orchids. The
son of Mr. and Mrs:' Burchett, Sr.
urns
old Chee Nunk Cho at the Korean
k in the evening.
or Pembroke. in a candlelight Ishite filled with huge sunburst bridegroom's mother v'iras attired in o'cloc
old men's home. Police labelled 15th at PoplarThe honoree chose to wear
chrysanthemums. The large a wedgewood
Call 479
ceremony at the First Methods:
blue embroidered
Pang, 999, a -trau'olernaker."
open -Bible centered with a white taffet
E. Side Sq.
Ph. 193-J
a frolk with black acces- trousseau freak of black cotton
Chuith on Sunday. September 2.
from M-GM in COLOR and
satin marker lay on the rostr
dress
trimm
ed in black lace. Her
sories
and
um.
a
corsag
e of pink cyrnRev. Paul T. Lyles performed The famil
access
ories
were black and she
y pews were marked bidiurn orchids.
the double ring cerernony at four with candle
wore a corsuge of white split chrys and white satin bows
ST A8
O'clock in the afternoon.
santhemums with white net and
nestled in a bed of greenery.
Reception
The church was decorated with
The reception was held follo
Preceding the ceremony a prow- ribbon, gift of the hostesses. Mrs.
a large white cross covered with gram
of nuptial music was pre- ing the ceremony at the Wesley Rex. S. Diuguid. mother of the
white gladioli and white carna sente
d by Mrs. Rehard Farrell. Foundation with Mrs. Hubert Par- honoree, wore a
white
linen
tions banked with wrought iron organi
st. and Robert Baer, soloist. ris. Mrs. Buddy Humphreys. and sheath dress with green accessories
holders holding arrangements of
Mrs. Farrell played "I pove You Mrs. Toy Lenning. aunts of the with a hostesses' gift corsage of
white gladioli and pom poms cenWhite split chryaanthermons.
, Truly." "Calm As The Night", "At bride, in charge.
The bride's table wag ovetin
PiRanrertie
MISW.. "Oh
id Chatedilt,- the kitchen motif were
;Womise Me. "Bemire-neat-the with a white satin floor length Iplayed with Mrs. Diuguid being
+I ERADICATE
cloth caught at the corners with 'the recipient of the prize. Miss
traditional wedding
es f r
PREVENT lk. processional andmarch
nesellionaL white satin bows and centered Diuguid opened her many lovely
The soloist sang "I Love Thee, with silver candelabra Mined with gifts which had been placed on a
graceful arrangements of white table overlaid with a white linen
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Bride's Deese
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of orchid dahlias and ivy in crysmarriage by her father, wore a ment
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SUPER MACHINE GUN
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Vulcan after the Roman god of
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ACTRESS CLICKS
The 300-pound weapon is chiefly
.NEW YORK 4P - Actress
to match, sizes 34 to 42, 3-95
Shirt designed for use on supersonic
Conway "clicked" Monday at
Idle- airplanes. The present day machine
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Wild Airport. As she was passin
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Short sleeved, 8.95
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Wallop

Camas

Garden Department iDiuguid-Bur
chett Wedding If'ows Are Rea
To .1Ieet Thursday
Sunday Afternoon in Beautiful Ceremony d

Magas

S

TODAY & THURS.

•

Kitchen Shower At
Wells''Home Given
For Bride-elect

ONW1111111111.16111.
Funeral Wreaths
and Sprays
4rtisticary Arrangad

11110WAM
J11

•

Furches
JEWELRY

tta

CINEMASCOPE

MA GARDNER
STEWARTGRANGER

FARMERS

111.TRAVERS

HERE

PLUS
"THE WEDDING
IN MONACO".

YOUR CO-OP FALL SALE IN COOPERATI
ON WITH
SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE

TERMITES

Woman's Missionary
Society Of First
Church Has Meet

Kelley's Pest
Control

Cy 90 BATTERY._ 18-nso.

4-13 90-4-___-7-with

LEAF RAKE
5-gal. ROOF COTE with fiber
161/2 Cu. Ft. CHEST FREEZER
SHALLOW WELL PUMP, Sta-Rite
8'x10' TARPAULIN, 12-oz.
Artic Wrap LOCKER PAPER
No. 12 Aluminum GRAIN SCOOP .. .
.
10-qt. GALVANIZED PAIL
1-gal. PERMANENT ANTI-FREEZE ..
/
4" PLASTIC PIPE
200' Coil 3
12/
3
4
" REGULAR TIN SNIPS
Peerless SCREWDRIVER SET
1-Gal. ALLI DAIRY CLEANER
24" WRECKING BAR
Long Handle Round Pointed SHOVEL
..
RUBBER TIRE WHEEL BARROW ..

classic two-part
harmony

tc,doott

•1.15
2.85
319.00
135.21
9.75
.82
7.85
.70
2.75
25.00
2.35
.95
1.95
.65
2.65
12.95

.87
1.97
285.00
87.50
6.95
.53
6.89.
.57
1.85
18.00
1.49
.65
1.45
.45
1.99
8.95

Every Item At Your Co-Op Is A Good Buy
Every Day!

it

Calloway County SOH
Improvement Assn.

The Style Shop
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